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Media-based interactive games provide players information about the polar regions in an entertaining way. Visitors 

can listen to Arctic sounds in special cocoon chairs, take a photo with polar bears, explore the fascinating Polar 

Lights, walk with Penguins, challenge each other through memory games and more.

POLAR SCIENCEPOLAR DREAM
This 270-degree panoramic view, immersive motion ride Simulator allows guests to travel to the Arctic and 

Antarctic exploring the amazing polar wildlife while feeling as if they are immersed in a Submarine.

Glide deep within a cosmic underwater glacial cave until breaking through, beyond the ice, to the surface of the 

Polar Sea, in the heart of the arctic spring. In the heart of the Arctic Ocean you will reach a magical gate leading 

to The Polar Sea International Underwater Hyperloop Station where a machine will transport you from one polar 

zone to another by hovering across the entire planet in seconds. 

THE ADVENTURE TO ANTARCTICA HAS BEGUN…

VISIT NOW AT



FROZEN BEAUTY

ICE FRACTURES
SWARMING

THE POLAR JOURNEY
AN INTERACTIVE  ADVENTURE

Visitors are invited to enter the exhibition and the first area includes a dome projection with comfortable seating that 

describes the experience and invites visitors to explore the north pole. Visitors will be taken to the coldest place on 

earth: the north pole. 

There are a variety of options for this area but within our proposal we have allowed for 

•	 Dome of 4m radius

•	 5:1 Surround audio system

•	 Static seating

•	 Content on standard Polar Journey license 

Once they have experienced the first scene, visitors will be able to watch some impressive cracked Ice structures, 

displayed with a stunning 3D Effect without wearing glasses.

Guests are invited to play a quiz game at Penguin Info Terminals where penguin robots demonstrate how animals 

survive in the polar regions by acting as a swarm. projection support different swarming functions, touch screen 

terminal helps deepen the information.
Guests view the effects of global warming by journeying over floating sheets of ice in the deep blue 

sea with ice cracking beneath their feet, creating stunning formations.  The game can show scoring, 

depending on wish of the operator.

ICE CAPS

Polar Journey offers Visitors to explore a part of the wonders of creation of our world that they may not otherwise 

experience. The seven interactive scenes (Ice Caps, Fractured Beauty, Swarming, Feeding Krill, Ice Fractures, 

Sea Explorer, Polar Science) enable visitors to uncover the many fascinating aspects of the polar regions through 

physical and intellectual activities. It is a unique interactive experience which merges a variety of small media 

based experiences to learn about the uniqueness of the arctic & Antarctic while having fun experiencing the 

factettes of the ice regions.

FEEDING KRILL
Families get in touch with underwater polar creatures by engaging with an interactive wall projection. Kids can 

explore further by virtually feeding krill to the animals and seeing the response simulated by stunning artistic 

moves. You can learn about different species and their diving and breaching heights.
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